FOR GROUPS
02 NİGHTS/03 DAYS
BY PLANE AND LUX BUS
GÖBEKLİTEPE TOUR

Göbekli Tepe is one of the world's most important archaeological sites. At 12,000 years old, it was built
before the advent of writing or pottery, and is believed to be the world's oldest temple. Don't miss the
opportunity to visit this fascinating site which is causing archaeologists to re-think their vision of early
human history.
DAY 1 :

L

İSTANBUL-ŞANLIURFA

We will pick you up from your hotel .Transfer to istanbul airport for domestic flight to Şanlıurfa at arriving
meet by our guide and driver .We will start to Şanlıurfa tour . First we will visit Şanlıurfa Archaeological
and Mosaic Museum, which is the largest museum complex in Turkey. These fabulous mosaics have been
preserved in situ where they have been buried for over 1500 years. Also these mosaics are considered to be
among the finest in the eastern Mediterranean region Here you can see life size replicas of the megaliths
from Göbekli Tepe After the museum,
we will visit the Abraham Pool. This is a highly sacred site for Christians and Muslims, as it is thought to be
where Abraham/Ibrahim was thrown into the fire, before God turned the fire to water and turned the
burning logs to fish.
Then After pool visit , we will continue to the cave which is believed to be the birthplace of Abraham.
we will get our lunch at local Restaurant. After lunch we will visit the exciting covered bazaar at the
centre of ancient Şanlıurfa Then transfer to our hotel Check in hotel free for rest Overnight in Urfa.
DAY 2 :

B/L

ŞANLIURFA

After breakfast in our hotel .Meet by our guide and driver .Transfer to Göbeklitepe archaeological site .
When we arrive we will start our tour Göbekli Tepe which is the oldest known temple in the World
pre-dating stonehenge by 6000 years also one of the most important archaeological digs currently being
undertaken anywhere – this site represents a major shift in our understanding of man’s cultural evolution.
Göbekli Tepe ancient city that dates back to 9000 bC to 10500 bC is 6,000 years older than Stonehenge.
Incredible architecture changes the entire known history of advanced civilizations. You’ll be surprised how
people built this structure 10,000 years BC using stone tools. We will listen full information about Göbeklitepe
from our guide. Free time for photo .End of tour we will transfer to Şanlı urfa for lunch at a local restaurant
where you can taste the delicious flavors of southeast Turkey. You can also enjoy shopping in the local market.
End of the day transfer to the our hotel. Overnight at hotel
DAY 3 :

ŞANLIURFA-İSTANBUL

After breakfast halfday free for shopping and rest. Then transfer to İstanbul Airport. Domestic flight to
İstanbul .End of tour
INCLUDED

* Domestica ir tickets
*Travel by lux airconditioned lux Bus
* 02 Night Hotel Accommodation
* 02 Breakfast
* 02 Lunches
* Entrance Fees
* Professional licensed tour guide
* All Taxes
EXCLUDED

* Tips * Drinks * Dinners * Personal expenses
PACKAGE RATE:

Per Person in Dbl/ Twb :
Single supplements
:
.
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